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UPCOMING EVENTS 
 

WEDNESDAY 11 MARCH 
13h00 Junior Prep Parent interviews 
14h00 Cricket vs St Peter’s 
 

THURSDAY 12 MARCH 
06h00 Secret Sunrise 
13h00 Junior Prep Parent interviews 
14h00 Cricket vs St Peter’s 
 

FRIDAY 13 MARCH 
08h30 Cycle tests (Gr 5 English; Gr 6 FAL; Gr 7 Maths) 
14h00 Senior Ensemble camp departs 
 

SATURDAY 14 MARCH 
08h00 Cricket vs Lynnwood (Gr 3A, 3B & 4A, 4B)  
 No sport for Grade 5-7 
 

SUNDAY 15 MARCH 
14h30 Senior ensemble camp returns 
 

MONDAY 16 MARCH 
14h00 No sport practice (Gr 3-7) 
14h00 Choir practice (Gr 3-4) 
14h00 African Ensemble practice (Gr 5-7) 
18h00 Senior Prep Interhouse gala (Gr 3-7) 
 

TUESDAY 17 MARCH 
07h15 Grade 2 Parent Talk 
08h00 Grade 2 Open Hour 
18h00 Senior Ensemble evening 
 

WEDNESDAY 18 MARCH 
07h15 Grade 3 Parent Talk 
08h00 Grade 5 Outing to the Theatre  
 

THURSDAY 19 MARCH 
09h00 Gr 1 Water Show 
 

FRIDAY 20 MARCH 
08h30 Cycle tests (Gr 5 FAL; Gr 6 Maths; Gr 7 Eng) 
14h15 Galas: A50M @ St David’s; B25M @ St John’s & C25M @ Pridwin 
 

SATURDAY 21 MARCH 
No Sport 
 

 

Back to the top  
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THE HEADMASTER’S DESK 
 
Being a parent is difficult. So is being a teacher or a coach.  Children frequently present us 
with unexpected surprises and how best to educate them is a constant challenge.  
 

John F Kennedy apparently had a plaque on his desk which read “Oh God the sea is so great 
and my boat is so small “.  This is often how we feel as parents and teachers. The challenge 
can be quite daunting. Good parents – and the vast majority of parents are good parents – 
worry because they care so much.  This anxiety is often exacerbated because the way forward 
is not always obvious.  
 

We need an assortment of tools to tackle the job.  These tools range from knowledge to the 
support of others to physical strength to money to patience to a sense of humour.  The most 
powerful tool we have though is the power of love. An unconditional love that never wavers 
despite the storms that life, in the context of growing children, throws at us.  We should not 
trivialize the power that this has to bring out the best in us and over the long haul the best in 
our children.  
 

But unconditional love is not all we need. We need knowledge as well.  We need the support 
of others and we need to know how to handle worry.  Hallowell recommends a three step 
process to handle excess worry: 
 

 Never worry alone – simply talking the problem through with someone else helps. 

 Get the facts – many times excessive worry is based on wrong information or 
incomplete information. 

 Make a plan – worry feasts on passive people.  Actively trying to solve the problem 
results in more control and less feelings of vulnerability. 

 

Today’s parents and teachers have more access to useful knowledge on raising children than 
ever before.  A tremendous amount of research on learning has been conducted in the last 
twenty years: 
 

 Martin Seligman’s research: childhood optimism is a powerful protector against 
depression and anxiety later on and correlates strongly with a happy adulthood. 

 Vailant: How a person deals with stress is pivotal in finding happiness. This means that 
as parents and teachers our goal should not be to prevent stress but to help children 
learn healthy ways of accommodating it.  For example when dealing with a difficult 
homework problem teach your child to ask for help rather than pretend there is no 
problem.  In this way the child is steered away from denial as a means of dealing with 
stress and taught to reach out. 

 Myers: four factors correlate most closely with happiness in adulthood – optimism, 
outward looking, a feeling that you have control over your life, and self -esteem. 

 Elkind, Rosenfeld, Wise and Hymowitz all call to task our whole society’s emphasis on 
speed, achievement and “enrichment” at the expense of a playful and adventurous 
childhood. 

 

Continued on page 4... 
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The sad irony is that people who should worry about whether they are good parents or not 
don’t and the people who don’t need to worry about it do.  The ones who do not have an 
unconditional love for their children or who ignore or mistreat their children, are usually 
troubled in ways that prevent them from reflecting on their own actions and then changing 
their ways. 
 
Hallowell offers the following advice: 

 You do not have as much control or influence as you think. This is good news.  It 
means that our children can survive our mistakes. 

 There is no right way to raise children.  Talk it over with a variety of people but in the 
end decide for yourself. 

 You do not need to be a perfect person to be an excellent parent. 

 You do not need to know all the latest research.  

 Your child’s eventual future is not all in the genes.  Nor is it all in your hands either.  
Nature and nurture combine.  Studies of identical twins given up for adoption and 
raised apart prove that genes do not tell the whole story, as those individuals do not 
end up exactly alike.  But they do end up similar.  So genes matter but so does life 
experience. 

 
When asked what the childhood roots of adult happiness are, Professor Kagan from Harvard, 
one of the world’s leading experts in child development, replied that he couldn’t say but that 
he was certain of the childhood roots of adult unhappiness:  

 Parents who expect more from a child than the child can possibly deliver. 

 Parents who set up goals and standards the child can never meet place a curse upon 
their child. 

 
Kagan goes on to say that the joy of achievement drives successful people.  The ability to deal 
with adversity is a prerequisite for achievement but the best of us are driven by a happiness 
in our tasks, not fear but rather an unstoppable curiosity and enthusiasm.  This may include a 
desire to win, to get to the goal first, to beat the competition, but it is a healthy competitive 
spirit, not a fear driven to-lose-means-to-die attitude.  They work hard because they want to, 
not because they fear not to. 
 
As parents and teachers it is good to encourage hard work but our approach needs to be 
adapted to the temperament of the child.  Some need a softer gentler approach while others 
need demanding pressure.  Our goal is to help our boys find their areas of curiosity and desire 
and steer them in that direction.  If one day people are willing to pay them for something they 
love to do then they have it made. 
 
Reference: 
Hallowell, E. 2002. The Childhood Roots of Adult Happiness. London: Random House 
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GRADE 2 PARENT TALK 
 
The Grade 2 Parent talk will focus on Expressive Writing and Written Comprehensions in 
Grade 2. We will discuss how these skills are taught and developed. 
 

When teaching Written Comprehensions, we begin at the literal understanding and move 
onto developing their higher order thinking skills. 
 

In Expressive Writing, we focus on the planning and organising of their thoughts, and how this 
is transferred into a story and onto paper.  
 

Grade 2 parents are invited to hear more about what these concepts are, how we approach 
them in the classroom and what you can do at home to ensure that your son has the best 
chance of developing these skills. 
 

Once we have finished with our talk in the multi-purpose room, you are invited to visit your 
son’s classroom, where he will show you his books and share his classwork with you. 
 
Date: Tuesday 17 March 2020 
Time: 07h15 
Venue: Multi-purpose Room 
 
Back to the top   
 

GRADE 3 PARENT TALK 

 
The Grade 3 parent talk will focus on the development of higher order thinking skills and the 
introduction of Singapore Models to the Grade 3 Numeracy curriculum.  
  
High order thinking skills are a series of important competencies individuals can utilise in 
order to improve the learning progress and critical thinking. Those who employ higher order 
thinking skills understand how to analyse and evaluate complex information, categorise, 
manipulate and connect facts, troubleshoot for solutions, understand concepts, connections 
and big picture thinking, problem solve, ideate and develop insightful reasoning.  
 
Singapore Maths Models are a visual representation of word problems that enable one to 
analyse the given information in a word problem in order to determine which of the four 
operations to employ (addition, subtraction, multiplication and division) so as to accurately 
solve and calculate efficiently.  
 
Grade 3 parents are invited to hear more about what these concepts are, how we approach 
them in the classroom and what you can do at home to ensure that your son has the best 
chance of developing these skills.  
 
Date:    Wednesday 18 March 2020 
Time:    07h15 - 08h15 
Venue:  Multi-purpose room 
 

Back to the top   
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CYCLE TESTS 
 

Friday 20 March 2020 
 
GRADE 5 FAL – ZULU 

 Siyakhuluma 

 Indaba kaPhethiloli  

 Izingcezu Zenkulumo (Parts of Speech)   

 Izinkathi (Tenses) all three  

 Ubunye / ubuningi (Singular and Plural) 

 Egalaji (Vocabulary and Picture Sentences)  

 Ukustshenziswa kwezivumelwano (usage of Concords) Page 33  

 Ukubala (Counting)  
 
GRADE 5 FAL – AFRIKAANS 

 Begripstoets: waar ons woon 

o Vraagwoorde bl. 24 

 Taal 
o TYD bl. 8  - also in revision work 

 

 Nommers bl. 7 – also in revision work 

 Verlede en Toekomende Tyd bl. 32 
o Regular verb 
o Het 
o Is 
o Helping verbs – the big 5 

 Negatiewe bl. 35 
o Sinne 
o Vraagsinne?  
o Bevelsinne en instruksies!  

 Trappe Van Vergelyking bl. 18  
o Learn only the yellow and blue section  

 

GRADE 6 – MATHS 
 Whole Numbers 

 Operations of Whole Numbers 

 Fractions and Mixed Numbers 

 Multiplication of Whole Numbers, Fractions and Mixed Numbers 
 
GRADE 7 – ENGLISH 

 Comprehension 

 Parts of Speech 

 Figures of Speech 

 Punctuation 
 
 
Back to the top   
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PUPIL NEWS 
 

Congratulations to Syan Ramchander who was placed first in his age group at the SA Kids Golf 
Junior Open tournament. Syan now qualifies to attend the World Championships in USA later 
this year. 
 

CLASS HONOURS 
For excellent results in Zulu Cycle Test 
Grade 5 
Aiden Greenstein 

 
Grade 6 
Robert Burman, Christopher Roos 

 

MUSIC AWARDS 
 

African Drumming 

Captain:  Bruno Moreira 
Vice Captain:  Arif Osman 

 
African Ensemble  
Captain:  Olethinala Mgeyane 
Vice Captain:  Oliver Spencer 

 
Marimba  
Captain:  Olethinala Mgeyane 
Vice Captain:  Tsiamo Mabiletsa 

 
Senior Choir  
Captain:  Timothy Jewell 
Vice Captain:  Kheyan Vallabh 

 
Senior Jazz Band  
Captain:  Luca van Tonder 
Vice Captain:  Luke Brickhill 
 
 
Back to the top   
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OLD BOYS NEWS 
 
We would like to congratulate Bradley Johnston on completing his commercial pilots license 
in a year. He was awarded the best flying student.   
 
  

 

 
 
 
Back to the top   
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THIS WEEK’S MENU 

 

 
THURSDAY 12 MARCH 

Roasted Lemon and Herb Chicken 
Creamy Vegetable Bake 
 ‘Build Your Own’ Salad 

 
FRIDAY 13 MARCH 

Boerewors Rolls 
Vegetarian Falafel Wrap 

Potato Salad  
‘Build Your Own’ Salad 

 
MONDAY 16 MARCH 

Penne Napolitano 
Penne ai Quattro Formaggi 

‘Build Your Own’ Salad 
 

TUESDAY 17 MARCH 
Roast Beef 

Moroccan Vegetable Stack 
Roasted Potatoes 

‘Build Your Own’ Salad 
 

WEDNESDAY 18 MARCH 
Pizza Slices 

Chicken Nuggets 
Hot Dogs 

Chips 

 
Back to the top 
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT NEWS 
 

SENIOR ENSEMBLE CAMP 

This weekend our boys will be departing for the annual Senior Ensemble Camp. This camp is a 
compulsory event for all members of the Senior Jazz Band, Senior Choir and African Ensemble. 
The weekend is a highlight for the boys packed with excitement, learning and adventure. It 
also gives the boys opportunity to bond as an ensemble and to get to know their instructors. 
A letter has been sent out with the kit list. Should you have any questions, or you have not 
received it, please contact Karien Gudde at karieng@pridwin.co.za. 
Venue:                                 Cyara River Lodge, Hekpoort 
Date Departing:                Friday, 13 March at 14h00 
Date Returning:                Sunday, 15 March ±14h30 
 

SCHOOL MUSIC CONCERTS:  
The school music concerts provide a platform for boys who are learning instruments to 
perform in front of their peers and parents. These concerts take place towards the end of 
each term. Performance at these concerts is not compulsory – the music staff will nominate 
pupils who they feel are ready to perform. A final list of performers for each concert is sent 
out with the music timetable on the Friday before the concerts. Please note that all of the 
marimba groups will be performing at their respective grades’ concerts, except for the Grade 
3 and 4 groups, who will play at our Junior Marimba and Ensemble Concert. Please check the 
dates below. 
 

Senior Ensemble Evening: Tuesday, 17 March – 18h00 
Each class in Grade 5 and 6 has prepared a short orchestral item to perform at this concert as 
part of the Class Music program. Should your son be unable to attend the concert, please 
notify Ms du Toit at libbied@pridwin.co.za. The other ensembles performing are: African 
Drumming Group, Senior String Ensemble, African Ensemble, Senior Choir, Senior Jazz Band. 
The concert is expected to end at approximately 19h15.  
 

Junior Marimba and Ensemble Concert: Monday, 23 March – 14h00 
This concert will give our Junior Ensembles a chance to perform. The ensembles will be: Junior 
Choir, Junior Jazz Band, Junior String Ensemble, Grade 3 Massed Recorder Group, Grade 3 and 
4 Marimba Class Demos, and the Grade 3 and 4 Marimba Groups.  
 

Grade 6 Soireé: Monday, 23 March – 18h00 
Grade 0/1 Tea-Time Concert: Tuesday, 24 March – 10h30 
Grade 2 Lunch Hour Concert: Tuesday, 24 March – 13h00 
Grade 7 Soireé: Tuesday, 24 March – 18h00 
Grade 3 Lunch Hour Concert: Tuesday, 31 March – 13h00 
Grade 5 Soireé: Tuesday, 31 March – 18h00 
Grade 4 Lunch Hour Concert: Thursday, 2 April – 13h30 
 
KINGSMEAD ENSEMBLE EVENING: WEDNESDAY, 1 APRIL – 18H00 
The Senior Jazz Band and Senior String Ensemble will be participating in this festival hosted by 
Kingsmead. The festival will take place at Rosebank Union Church, and not at Kingsmead 
school. Boys need to be at RUC by no later than 17h30 for tuning and setup. They must be 
dressed in their summer uniform with socks, shoes and blazers. The concert is expected to 
end at 19h30 and pupils and parents are requested to please stay until the end of the 
performance.  
 
Back to the top 
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FROM THE SPORT’S DESK 

 
PLEASE NOTE ALL FIXTURES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE  
For midweek fixtures, transport is provided by the school to and from venues. Boys may be 
collected by their parents from the venue provided they inform their coach. Buses will return 
to school after the final fixtures have been played. Estimated times of arrival at Pridwin are 
approximately 30 minutes after departure from the venue and dependent on traffic 
conditions.  
 
Midweek Cricket fixtures will end at approximately 17h00/17h30. 
Friday galas (B and C Teams) will end at approximately 15h30. The A team will end at 
approximately 16h00.  
 
All Coaches contact details appear on the weekly team lists.  The school will notify you if 
matches and practices are cancelled. 
 
 

SWIMMING FIXTURES – TERM 1 
 

DATE  VENUE FOR A50M VENUE FOR B25M    VENUE FOR C25M  

16/03 Grade 3-7 Interhouse Gala See info on page 12  

20/03 St David’s St John’s   Pridwin 

27/03 (Prestige) St David’s (Prestige) St David’s  

 
 

 

CRICKET VS ST PETER’S 
Wednesday 11 March & Thursday 12 March 2020 

 

TEAMS DATE VENUE STARTING TIME 

Gr 4D 11/03 Home - Astro 14h15 

Gr 4C 11/03 Away – Feathers  14h15 

Gr 5C  11/03 Away – Mvukuzane  14h15 

Gr 5D vs St Stithian’s 11/03 Home - Melville 14h15 

5th  11/03 Home - Janion 14h15 

Gr 3C 12/03 Home - Astro 14h15 

Gr 3 Eagles 12/03 Away – Somerset  14h15 

 
 
Continued on page 12... 
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CRICKET VS LYNNWOOD 

Saturday 14 March 2020 
 

TEAMS DATE VENUE STARTING TIME 

Gr 3A 14/03 Home – St Vincent 08h30 

Gr 3B 14/03 Home – Astro 08h30 

Gr 4A 14/03 Home – Janion 08h30 

Gr 4B 14/03 Home – Melville 08h30 

 
 
 

SENIOR INTERHOUSE GALA 
Monday 16 March 2020 

 

The Senior Gala (Grades 3-7) will take place on Monday, 16 March from 18h00 until 
approximately 20h00. Boys to be at the venue by 17h45. ALL boys are expected to participate. 
There will be no sport practice for the boys on this day as they will be allowed to go home 
early in order for them to rest before their gala. The Grade 3 & 4s will be allowed to go home 
at 15h00, after their Junior Choir practice. Grade 5 – 7 at 14h00. However, the African 
Ensemble will have a rehearsal from 14h00 until 15h00 and may go home at 15h00.  
 
 
 

PUBLIC HOLIDAY 
Saturday 21 March 2020 

 
No sport for Grade 3-7 due to the public holiday.  
 
Back to the top  
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PRIDWIN RUGBY 7s 
 

 
 

RUGBY FRIDAY STARTS ON NEXT FRIDAY, 20 MARCH 2020 
 
The Pridwin Rugby 7s Festival is taking place on Friday 8 May & Saturday 9 May 2020. In the 
run up to this exciting event, Rugby Fridays will be dedicated to building ‘gees’ and 
anticipation for this proudly Pridwin - and not to be missed, event. Click here to watch the 
Rugby 7s video from 2019.  
  
Each Friday until the tournament, the boys may come to school in their black rugby shorts, 
takkies, a Pridwin or 7s rugby jersey or for the younger boys, the Pridwin maroon golf shirt. 
No blazers will be required for Chapel during “Rugby Fridays” and the boys may wear their 
black Pridwin fleece when it is cold.  
 
Rugby & 7s jerseys are available for sale at the school shop. The school shop will be open each 
morning between 07h00 – 08h00 as well as Wednesday and Friday from 13h00 – 14h00 so 
don’t miss out! 
 
Back to the top 
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JAMES AND ETHEL GRAY PARK CLEAN-UP 
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PPA GOLF DAY 
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PRIDWIN’S 2ND SECRET SUNRISE 
 

 
 

 

Back to the top  
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ADVERTISEMENTS 
 
DUNKELD MEDICAL AND DENTAL CENTRE @ 257 Jan Smuts Ave, Dunkeld.  
5 minutes from Pridwin.   Healthcare for the whole family!  
Book an appointment with Dr Tasneem Kara (Doctor) or Dr Fareea Mahomed (Dentist) on 0105920000 
or email reception@yourfamilydentist.co.za  
 
 
MUQS TUTORING CLUB  
Hello Everyone, I offer tutoring to students from Grade 1 to Matric. I can help students with 
homework or preparation for tests and exams. Help can be provided in many various subjects at 
affordable prices.  I am currently a student at Wits University completing my 3rd year in Accounting 
Science. I am very motivated, enthusiastic and approachable.   
If interested please contact me on 074 956 1780 
 

 

CAREGIVER: Fully qualified caregiver and dementia carer looking for additional carer work or 

domestic work. Please contact Sara on 072 548 5016. Excellent references available - please contact 

Camilla Smolicz 084 9999 327 or Charles van Breda 083 452 6478 

 

 

CHILD CARE SERVICES - Jozi Cares offers meticulously screened au pairs who are matched to families 
according to the family’s needs and personalities with the use of psychometric testing. We pride 
ourselves in providing an excellent service as well as the most thoroughly screened au pairs in 
Johannesburg. To find your perfect au pair or for more information, please contact us: 
Email:  shaun@jozicares.co.za    Website:  www.jozicares.co.za  
Tel: 011 262 2511 / 071 613 8960 
 

 
CHILD MINDER AND DOMESTIC 
Similo Moyo is an experienced child minder and domestic who is looking for a full-time, live-in position 
with a focus on childcare, but with some domestic work including cooking. She worked for our family 
for nearly 10 years until our children outgrew their need for her, and is resourceful, reliable and 
creative, as well as wonderful with kids.  
Please contact her on 073 988 0099 should you be interested in employing her, and feel free to call me 
for a reference – Catherine Moultrie 082 932 4258. 

 
 
Pop Up Joburg has created a specific event catering to women from size 14 upwards. The first ‘Curvy 
Ladies Edition’ takes place at The Wanderers in Illovo on Friday March 27 & Saturday March 28 from 
10am to 5pm. There will also be jeans, jewellery, designer umbrellas, scarves, sleepwear & active 
wear. Follow us on Facebook on PopUpJoburg or mail us on popupjoburg@gmail.com 
 

*Pridwin does not necessarily endorse any services advertised* 
 
Back to the top   
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